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SHOUT OUT! 

 
To all the developers who make these games possible and their 
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other 
games and support them to provide you with more games in the 
future! 
 

MORALLY PURPLE 

https://www.patreon.com/MorallyPurple 

STRATEGY 

 

This guide will do its utmost to make sure your journey through the 
game as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions for 
each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.  

 

Warning! – This game has adult content, please make 

sure you are of legal age in your country. 

  

 

Stat Points 

 

[Light+/-] Points for being good. 

[Dark+/-] Points for being bad. 

[Filthy+/-] Points for doing exactly what it says. 

[Favor+/-] Points of influence with the Queen. 

[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices. 

NOTE: It this better to pick either the [Light] or [Dark] and stick with it in order to be of 

maximum effectiveness. 

 

https://www.patreon.com/zoeyraven
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1. Your Choice 

Lying In Bed 

2. A) Don’t worry your pretty little head about… [Dark+1] 

B) I will tell her the truth.    [Light+1] 

Prota Opening Eyes 

3. A) Wake up.     [Light+1] [Favor+1] 

B) Let him finish.     [Favor+1] [Filthy+1] 

C) Cut him down.     [Dark+1] [Favor-1] [KilledServant] 

Throne Room 

4. A) Kneel.      [Favor+1] 

B) Mother… I didn’t mean for it to happen, but… [Light+1] 

C) I smeared your errand boy on the wall.  [Dark+1] 

Note: Will only appear if you [KilledServant]. 

Alley 

5. A) Pee in the corner.    [Filthy+1] [PeedCorner] 

B) Vault over the fence. 

6. A) Ehm thanks, I guess? You should really give… [Light+1] 

B) Oh no you didn’t.    [Dark+1] 

7. A) I want you both.    [Filthy+1] 

B) You. 

C) Jessy. 

8. Your Choice 

House 

9. A) Sure, why not?     [Light+1] 

B) I won’t need to eat worthless human food. [Dark+1] 

10. Choose All in Order. 
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Park 

11. A) Do nothing.     [Light-1] 

B) Yeet him away.     [Light+1] 

Note: Will only appear if [Light] >=3. 

C) Hit him hard.     [Dark+1] 

Note: Will only appear if [Dark]. 

Cafe 

12. A) Wait for Selene’s friend.   [Light+1] 

B) Convince Selene to kill some time.  [Dark+1] 

13. Your Choice 

Note: #14 is only for those who obtained [Filthy] >2. 

14. A) Piss on her. (literally) 

B) Don’t pee on her. 

15. A) I tag along.     [TagAlong] 

B) Pick me up later. I am going to explore the…  

The Octagon 

16. A) Take her out gently.    [Light+1] 

B) Show her how annoying you can be.  [Dark+1] 

17. A) Win without hurting her.   [Light+1] 

B) Win.      [Dark+1] 

18. A) Maker Envy envy you.    [Dark+1] 

Note: Will only appear if you obtained [Dark] >5. 

B) Keep calm and enjoy yourself.   [Light+1] 

Note: Will only appear if you obtained [Light] >5. 

C) Get it over with. 
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Version

Jail Cell 

19. A) Cum inside her.     [Dark+1] 

B) Don’t give her the satisfaction.   [Light+1] 

20. A) Break cuffs.     {Go to #21} 

Note: A will only appear if you obtained [Dark] OR [Light] >7. 

B) Play the waiting game.    {Go to #31} 

Note: If you were able to choose option A. 

If [Light] >7 {Go to Light Path} 

If [Dark] >7 {Go to Dark Path} 

Light Path 

21. Click on stick in toilet 

22. Click on cup on sink. 

23. Click on plate under bed. 

24. Click on stick/Combine with Plate 

25. Click on Stick Plate/Combine with Cup. 

26. Click on speaker. 

27. Use your crap on the guard.   [Light+1] 

28. A) Jerk off.      [Filthy+1] [JerkOff] 

B) Do not. 

Note: You will obtain [PrisonBreak]. 

Dark Path 

29. Can you get naked for me? 

30. Seduce the guard.     [Dark+1] 

Note: You will obtain [PrisonBreak]. 

House 

Note: #31 is only for those who obtained [Favor] =2. 

31. A) I accept the deal.    [Favor+1] [AcceptDeal] 

B) Go fuck yourself.    [Favor-1] [FuckU] 

Note: If you did not obtain #31 you will obtain [NoFavor] by default. 
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Bathroom 

Note: #32 is only for those who obtained [AcceptDeal]. 

32. Your choice. 

Note: If you did NOT accept the deal you will obtain [SeleneRescue]. 

Version 4 

Bedroom 

33. A) Risk it.      [Dark+1] {Go to #35} 

B) Do ask she says.     [Light+1] 

34. A) Accept the yellow punishment.   [Filthy+1] 

B) Just cuddle her. 

Underground Entrance 

35. A) Knock him out.     [Light+1] 

B) Make use of your new toy.   [Dark+1] 

Underground 

36. A) Lethal approach.    [Dark+1] 

Note: A will only appear if obtained [AcceptDeal] OR [Dark] >9. 

B) Non-lethal approach.    [Light+1] 

Note: B will only appear if obtained [AcceptDeal] OR [Light] >9. 

C) Run. 

37. A) Leave her.     [Dark+1] 

B) Save her.     [Light+1] 

Alice Parking Garage 

38. Have some fun with Alice. (Your Choice) 

{Go to Next Page} 
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Stone Puzzle 

Note: I will refer to the stones from Top to Bottom, the Top stone being Stone 1. 

39. Click “Solve”. (Top Right of Screen) 

40. Click Stone 2 (Second from the top) 

41. Click Stone 5 (Bottom Stone) 

42. Click Stone 3 (Middle Stone) 

43. Click Stone 4 (Bottom Stone) 

44. Click Stone 1 (Only one Left) 

Note: If you choose to do this wrong you will obtain [AcceptDeal], you will in the “Incorrect 

Scene. 

If correct & [Dark] > [Light] you will obtain the “Dark Scene”, else you will obtain the “Light 

Scene”. 

45. Yes. 

Version 5 

Selene 

Note: If [Dark] > [Light], then [Dark+1], else [Light+1]. 

46. A) Beg Selene for a relief. 

B) Ask Catha to help you out. 

47. A) Hit up Alice     [HitUpAlice] 

B) Ask Shira 

Note: B will only appear if obtained [AcceptDeal]. 

C) Look for the prostitute, you’ve met a few… 

Note: C will only appear if did NOT obtain [TagAlong]. 

D) Jack off.      [Jackoff1] 

E) Maybe Jessy or Jenny. 

Deva & Envy 

48. A) Take a piss before bathing.   [Filthy+1] 

Note: A will only appear if did obtained [Filthy] >=4. 

B) Just bathe. 

Lounge Party 

49. Click on Bartender. (Gloria) 

50. Nice. (Your Choice) 
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51. Click on girl in red dress. (Selene) 

52. Click on man on lounger. (Rick) 

53. Click on girl on far right. (Guard Brianna) 

54. Click on door behind bar tender. 

Mara 

55. Click on woman next to Brianna. (Mara) 
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